
Avery Dennison Xtreme Satin Supreme™ PPF Xtreme Satin

Introducing the all-new Supreme PPF Xtreme Satin, the game-changing solution for 
safeguarding satin, matte, magno, and frozen OEM vehicle finishes.

Just like its glossy counterpart, Supreme PPF Xtreme Gloss, Xtreme Satin features revolutionary RAPID EDGE™ technology, 

designed to wrap around edges effortlessly and adhere quickly. This technology significantly reduces installation times, making 

it a go-to choice for paint protection professionals.

Whether you are an automotive enthusiast looking to protect your prized vehicle or a professional installer seeking an efficient 

solution, Supreme PPF Xtreme Satin is the answer. It shields your vehicle’s surface from scratches, chips, and other daily wear 

and tear and adds an extra layer of visual appeal, preserving that unique satin finish of your vehicle’s factory paint.
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RAPID EDGE technology

Significantly increase application speed, 

just use warm water to lock down edges.

10 year warranty

Exceptional 10-year limited warranty 

across all zones.

Experience the luxury of satin

Enhanced self-healing enables minor 

scratches and scuff marks to resolve with 

ambient heat.

Effortless self healing

Enhanced self-healing enables minor 

scratches and scuff marks to resolve with 

ambient heat.

Advanced stain resistance

Improved stain performance enables 

easier cleaning and greater protection 

from environmental contaminants such as 

insect strikes, bird droppings and general 

fallout.
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AVery Dennison Supreme™ PPF Xtreme
Supreme™ PPF Xtreme is the latest evolution in Paint Protection Film from Avery 
Dennison, it’s next-generation technology delivers an extended 10 year warranty, 
optimised installation performance, and enhanced self-healing and stain 
resistance.

This high gloss film enhances a vehicle’s appearance, protecting the car’s 
showroom quality finish by helping preventing wear and tear damage to the 
original factory paint.
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AVery Dennison Supreme™ PPF Matte
Supreme™ PPF Matte film helps create a sophisticated and unique head-turning 
finish for your vehicle. This film not only protects your vehicle’s paint from 
everyday damages such as rock chips, stones, and key marks but also transforms 
the gloss paint finish to a striking matte finish.

AVery Dennison Supreme™ PPF neo Black
Create special accents or transform a roof and hood with our new innovative 
hybrid paint protective wrap film. Supreme™ PPF neo Black is a distinctive black 
colour film with noticeable colour depth, richer black pigment, and excellent high 
gloss finish. It is a unique film that gives your vehicle an OEM paint-like finish 
while protecting it from harmful daily elements.

AVery Dennison Supreme™ PPF Xtreme Satin
Built on the same revolutionary platform as Supreme PPF Xtreme Gloss, Xtreme 
Satin feature RAPID EDGE™ technology, with the same unparalleled application 
performance; wrapping around edges and sticking down fast, helping you to 
reduce install times.
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